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In this study, we present a structural and optoelectronic characterization of high dose Ti implanted

Si subsequently pulsed-laser melted (Ti supersaturated Si). Time-of-flight secondary ion mass

spectrometry analysis reveals that the theoretical Mott limit has been surpassed after the laser

process and transmission electron microscopy images show a good lattice reconstruction. Optical

characterization shows strong sub-band gap absorption related to the high Ti concentration.

Photoconductivity measurements show that Ti supersaturated Si presents spectral response orders

of magnitude higher than unimplanted Si at energies below the band gap. We conclude that the

observed below band gap photoconductivity cannot be attributed to structural defects produced by

the fabrication processes and suggest that both absorption coefficient of the new material and

lifetime of photoexcited carriers have been enhanced due to the presence of a high Ti

concentration. This remarkable result proves that Ti supersaturated Si is a promising material for

both infrared detectors and high efficiency photovoltaic devices. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817254]

I. INTRODUCTION

The photovoltaic technology has been evolving faster

and faster in the last years, feeding from the microelectronics

knowledge.1 The approaching of the exhausting of the non-

renewable energy sources could drive it to reach higher

efficiency limits. The task of obtaining low cost and high ef-

ficiency photovoltaic devices has been set out in the context

of the Third Generation of Photovoltaics,2 and new striking

concepts such as the multi-junction solar cell, the intermedi-

ate band solar cell (IBSC), or the hot carriers solar cell have

emerged. The IBSC approach is based on the formation of a

third band, the intermediate band (IB), inside the forbidden

band gap of a semiconductor.3 This new band could be used

as an intermediary to pump electrons from the valence band

(VB) to the conduction band (CB) by two steps, absorbing

photons of energy lower than the band gap. The addition of

the photocurrent generated in this manner to the photocurrent

generated by the electrons pumped from the VB directly to

the CB could lead to an increase in the device efficiency.

The IBSC concept aims to diminish one of the main power

loss mechanisms that affect the current photovoltaic devices,

which is the inability to take advantage of photons with

energy lower than the band gap. Obtaining a Si based IBSC

would be extremely interesting as the 90% of the photovol-

taic market is covered by Si based solar cells. Moreover,

practical IBSC based in Si can be used as reference to study

the physical phenomena involved in the operation of the

IBSCs. Furthermore, this kind of materials is also interesting

in the infrared photodetectors field.4

One way to create such an IB is to introduce deep levels

in the lattice of a semiconductor in a concentration high

enough to surpass the insulator-metal transition limit, i.e.,

the Mott limit, which has been estimated5 by a theoretical

model to be around 6� 1019 cm�3 and corroborated experi-

mentally.6,7 If this limit is surpassed, the wavefunctions of

the electrons associated to the deep impurities would over-

lap, forming a delocalized band inside the forbidden gap,

rather than a collection of localized deep levels. The proper-

ties associated to this IB could drastically differ from the

properties of the localized deep levels, and in particular, it

has been pointed out that the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH)

recombination might be reduced once the IB is formed.8

The formation of Si supersaturated materials seems to
have been accomplished by means of ion implantation fol-

lowed by pulsed laser melting (PLM),9 producing recently re-
markable results.10,11 Ion implantation permits to lodge a

non-equilibrium concentration of deep impurities in a superfi-
cial layer but the lattice is severely damaged during the pro-

cess. To recover the crystal quality, a thermal process is
needed. However, traditional annealing processes are unable

to produce a high quality supersaturated layer with an impu-

rity concentration high enough to overcome the Mott limit.
The main issue is that the solid solubility limit of deep impur-

ities is usually very low.12 Therefore, a technique out of ther-
modynamical equilibrium seems to be mandatory. In this

scenario, the PLM technique has attracted much attention,
since it permits to recover the crystal quality after ion implan-

tation forming a supersaturated superficial layer and avoiding
the formation of secondary phases.13 A PLM process is able

to melt and recrystallize the Si surface in very short times

(10�8–10�6 s), and this rapid solidification produces a strong
solute trapping that can incorporate impurities well above the

solid solubility limit and even over the Mott limit.14
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Theoretical studies predict the formation of an IB in Si

by the introduction of deep levels such as chalcogenides15 or

Ti16 at a concentration over the Mott limit. Some of the basic

principles of the IBSC concept have been demonstrated in

these structures: optical absorption at energy below the band

gap with high quality crystals17,18 and the reduction of the

non-radiative recombination.19,20 Also, an intense research

has been conducted to analyze the electrical transport proper-

ties of Ti supersaturated Si.21,22 While the formation of an

IB would show optical absorption below the band gap, spec-

tral photoconductivity might be an advantageous tech-

nique,23 adding information about the band structure of the

material or about the recombination processes taking place

as a function of the light wavelength.

Extrinsic photoconductivity, i.e., the photoconductivity

originated from photons with energy lower than the band

gap, has been extensively reported for deep levels in Si,24

but the concentrations of deep impurities usually lie well

below the IB formation limit. Specifically, extrinsic photo-

conductivity associated to Ti impurities at high concentration

has been barely analyzed before25,26 with no decisive conclu-

sions about the origin of the phenomena.

In this paper, we continue the work developed in Ref. 20

on spectral photoconductivity of Ti implanted Si samples at

concentrations above the Mott limit and subsequently PLM

processed. The aim of this study is to go in depth about the

processes involved in below band gap photoconductivity in

this material by means of two approaches: first, fabricating

thicker layers of Ti supersaturated Si to enhance photocon-

ductivity, and second, study Si unimplanted PLM processed

samples and Si implanted with Si and subsequently PLM

processed samples to determine the origin of the below band

gap photoconductivity in Ti supersaturated Si.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

High resistivity float zone (FZ) n-type Si samples

1� 1 cm2 (q� 200 X cm), with a thickness of 300 lm, grown

in the (111) direction, with a Hall mobility of l� 1500

cm2/Vs and a carrier concentration of n� 2.2� 1013 cm�3 at

RT, were implanted with 48Tiþ at high doses to overcome

the Mott limit.5 Similar samples were used to analyze the

structural, electronic transport, and optical properties of Ti

supersaturated Si.13,18,22 Implantation processes were con-

ducted in a VARIAN CF3000 Ion Implanter refurbished by

Ion Beam Services with a tilt angle of� 7� off the incident

beam axis to minimize channeling effects. Two implantation

processes were carried out on each sample to obtain a thicker

layer, at energies of 35 and 150 keV, with doses of 1015 and

4� 1015 cm�2, respectively. The implantation parameters

were designed to obtain a layer of about 200 nm with an

almost constant profile. After implantation the samples were

processed by means of the PLM technique to recover the

crystal lattice and to surpass the Mott limit. PLM processes

were performed at I. P. G. Photonics (New Hampshire,

USA). PLM was conducted in air, with a KrF excimer laser

(248 nm), with one 20 ns long pulse with an energy density

of 1.8 J/cm2. To analyze the effect of the PLM on the Si

structure, some unimplanted samples were also processed.

Also, some samples were implanted with 28Siþ at 170 keV

with a 1016 cm�2 dose and PLM processed at 1 J/cm2 to

obtain a damage profile similar to the Ti implantation.

Finally, four Ti/Al triangular contacts were e-beam evapo-

rated in the sample corners to characterize the samples with

the van der Pauw technique. An unimplanted and unannealed

Si reference sample and a Ti implanted but not PLM proc-

essed sample were also evaporated.

To analyze the Ti depth profile after implantation and

PLM, samples were characterized by the time-of-flight sec-

ondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) technique in a

TOF-SIMS IV model manufactured by ION-TOF, with a

25 keV pulsed Bi3þ beam at 45� incidence. A 10 keV voltage

was used to extract the secondary ions generated and their

time of flight from the sample to the detector was measured

with a reflection mass spectrometer. An implanted non-

annealed sample was used as a dose reference for calibration.

Depth was calculated by optical profilometry measurement

of the crater depth assuming a constant erosion rate.

The crystalline quality of the Ti implanted layers was

determined by cross-sectional transmission electron micros-

copy (XTEM) and electron diffraction (ED) experiments at

Evans Analytical Group (Sunnyvale, California) with a

JEOL 2010 TEM working at 200 keV. XTEM samples were

obtained using the in situ focused ion beam lift out method.

Bright-field images were obtained and, simultaneously, ED

patterns with a selected area of diffraction of about 50 nm

were acquired. XTEM images of the Si implanted layers was

carried out with a Titan3 G2 working at 300 keV at the

Instituto de Nanociencia de Arag�on (Spain).

Transmittance and reflectance of implanted samples

were measured at room temperature to obtain the absorption

coefficient of the implanted layer in a Perkin Elmer Lambda

9 UV-VIS-IR spectrophotometer in the 0.55–1.2 eV range.

Reflectance measurements were conducted using an integrat-

ing sphere photodetector, and a Si sample was used as a

reference to evaluate the effect of the substrate. More details

on the experimental setup have been published elsewhere.18

Finally, spectral photoresponse of samples was obtained

by the characterization of the extrinsic photoconductivity at

90 K in the 0.1–1.2 eV range, obtaining measurable signal in

the E> 0.3 eV range. The photoconductivity system configu-

ration is the same as the one used in Ref. 20. Samples were

measured in two different cryostats: a homemade liquid-

nitrogen cryostat and a Janis closed-cycle He cryostat, both

with a ZnSe window, using the van der Pauw set up.

Measurements were performed at 90 K in order to reduce the

noise compared to room temperature. Currents in the order

of 1 mA or lower were used for the van der Pauw measure-

ment to avoid self-heating effects. A vacuum pump was

used to avoid moisture condensation at low temperature. A

Bentham TMc300 monochromator with gratings in Czerny-

Turner reflection configuration was used. The light sources

were a 100 W quartz halogen lamp or a 22 W Nernst ele-

ment, and they were calibrated with a Bentham pyrometric

detector fitted with a KRS5 window. All the measurements

are normalized to the incident power source. Special care

was taken to irradiate homogenously the sample to fulfill the

van der Pauw requirements. Measurements were carried out
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with a SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier manufactured by

Stanford Research Systems. For all of the measurements, the

light from the source was mechanically chopped at 23.5 Hz.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the ToF-SIMS depth profiles of a Ti

as-implanted sample and a sample Ti implanted and subse-

quently PLM processed at 1.8 J/cm2. The theoretical Mott

limit is also shown for reference. It can be seen that the im-

plantation process produces a profile with a concentration

above the Mott limit after the PLM, and therefore, the forma-

tion of an IB out of the Ti levels could be expected.5 The

profile of the as-implanted sample presents two peaks at

about 32 and 124 nm below the surface, with a maximum

concentration around 3.3� 1020 cm�3. The depths of these

two peaks correspond to the projected range of each of the

two implantations described in Sec. II. On the other hand,

the PLM processed sample presents a more abrupt profile,

reducing the thickness of the layer with concentration over

the Mott limit to about 130 nm. This feature is typical of the

PLM processes, since in the solidifying phase the impurities

are pushed towards the surface by a segregation mecha-

nism.27 This effect is also responsible of the surface peak

that reaches a maximum concentration of about 1021 cm�3

due to accumulation of Ti impurities. An abrupt profile is

preferable for IB materials because the implantation tails

would be below the Mott limit, producing a layer with a

strong recombination, extremely detrimental for photovoltaic

devices. This property makes PLM well suited to fabricate

supersaturated materials. Another effect related to the PLM

is the loss of impurities through the surface because of the

explosive behavior of the recrystallization.28 In our case,

approximately a 42% of the Ti implanted dose is lost in the

PLM. However, the main goal of the process was the obtain-

ing of a concentration over the Mott limit, and this loss of Ti

was previously considered.

To analyze the crystal quality of the samples, XTEM

images showing the implanted layer after the PLM process

are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows a general view of the

layer Ti implanted and PLM processed, Fig. 2(b) shows a

magnified area close to the surface of the same layer and in

Fig. 2(c) the ED diagram of the Ti implanted layer after

PLM is presented. Fig. 2(d) shows the Si implanted Si layer

after PLM. In Fig. 2(a) a layer of about 120 nm with some

defects is observed. Although the recrystallization process is

not perfect the layer has a very high degree of crystallinity,

and there are no signs of the amorphization produced by the

ion implantation. Moreover, the ED diagram in Fig. 2(c) is

indistinguishable from an ED diagram of single-crystal Si,

indicating that the crystalline quality is high enough so that

the ED technique is not capable to detect the defects. In Fig.

2(b), structural defects separating different crystalline zones

with a mean size equal to the layer thickness can be

observed. Moreover, the different areas surrounding these

defects have the same crystalline orientation. This points out

that the layer is essentially single-crystal. Relating the

XTEM image in Fig. 2(a) with the ToF-SIMS profile of the

same sample in Fig. 1, it can be concluded that the defective

layer corresponds to the high Ti concentration zone, while

the crystal lattice in the depth range over 125 nm, in which

the Ti concentration is lower (and thus the amorphization

degree), has been perfectly recovered. We have to take into

account that here a “high concentration” means a concentra-

tion over the Mott limit. The depth range over 125 nm was

implanted with a lower concentration, but still several orders

of magnitude higher than the solid solubility limit of Ti in

Si.12 We suggest that the defects are produced by an accumu-

lation of impurities at the solid-liquid interface in the recrys-

tallization process that produces an undercooling of the

liquid phase making the front unstable.29

FIG. 1. Ti depth profiles obtained by the ToF-SIMS technique for a sample

as-implanted and for a sample implanted and subsequently PLM processed

at 1.8 J/cm2. The theoretical Mott limit is included as a reference.

FIG. 2. (a) XTEM image of the surface of a sample Ti implanted and subse-

quently PLM processed at 1.8 J/cm2 showing an area of approximately

650� 650 nm2. (b) XTEM image of the surface of a sample Ti implanted

and subsequently PLM processed at 1.8 J/cm2 showing an area of approxi-

mately 100� 100 nm2. (c) ED diagram of the layer Ti implanted and subse-

quently PLM processed at 1.8 J/cm2 with a diffraction area of 50 nm.

(d) XTEM image of the surface of a Si implanted Si sample PLM processed

at 1 J/cm2.
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Regarding the optical properties of the implanted layers,

Fig. 3 shows the absorption coefficients measured for the

same samples analyzed in Fig. 1 at energies below the band

gap. As it can be seen in the figure, high sub-band gap absorp-

tion coefficients have been obtained for both the Ti as-

implanted and the Ti implanted and PLM processed samples.

The absorption coefficient is so high that similar absorption

coefficient in Si is only obtained at energies of more than 1 eV

above the band gap, as it can be seen in the inset of Fig. 3.30

The calculation of the implanted layer absorption coefficient

from transmittance and reflectance measurements is confident

up to 1.2 eV, since over this energy absorption in the 300 lm

thick substrate predominates. The high absorption of the as-

implanted sample has been attributed to the high concentra-

tion of defects produced by the implantation process.

However, as the PLM processed sample has a good lattice

quality, defects cannot be the source of the high absorption

feature. Moreover, the absorption coefficient in the PLM

processed sample is higher than the absorption coefficient

of the as-implanted sample below 0.9 eV. Since the as-

implanted sample is the most defective sample, the main or-

igin of this absorption cannot be the same. Finally, the trend

of the absorption coefficient is the opposite of the one

expected for free carriers absorption processes. Free car-

riers absorption is always characterized by an increasing

trend as the photon energy is decreased.31 Therefore, the

authors attributed this high absorption coefficient to the

presence of a high concentration of Ti.18

Results for the extrinsic photoconductivity as a function

of the energy of the incident photon are presented in Fig. 4.

Results for a Si unimplanted reference sample, a Si sample

PLM processed but not implanted, and a Si sample

implanted with Si and PLM processed are shown in Fig. 4(a)

while results for a sample Ti implanted but not PLM proc-

essed and a Ti implanted and PLM processed sample are

shown in Fig. 4(b) along with the Si reference sample. The

magnitude presented is the absolute value of the increase of

the sheet conductance produced by the spectral illumination

as a function of the photon energy as in Ref. 20

DGs ¼
DV

Vd

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
Gsd; (1)

where Vd and Gsd are the van der Pauw voltage and sheet con-

ductance in darkness, and DV is the voltage increase in the van

der Pauw set up under chopped illumination. Notice that the

vertical axis in both Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is exactly the same.

Since DGs is proportional to the photogenerated excess

of carriers we can directly relate this magnitude to the

absorption coefficient and the lifetime of carriers of the ma-

terial through32

Dn ¼ I0ags; (2)

when at < 1: I0 is the photon flux per unit of area, a is the

absorption coefficient, g is the quantum yield and s is the

lifetime of carriers. We will discuss below the importance of

FIG. 3. Absorption coefficient as a function of the incident photon energy of

a sample Ti as-implanted and of a sample Ti implanted and subsequently

PLM processed at 1.8 J/cm2. Absorption coefficient of Si has been included

as a reference in the inset.

FIG. 4. Variation of the sheet conductance under illumination normalized to

the incident power at 90 K as a function of the incident photon energy. (a) Si

reference sample, non-implanted PLM processed Si sample and a Si sample

implanted with Si and subsequently PLM processed. (b) Ti as-implanted

sample and Ti implanted and subsequently PLM processed sample together

with the Si reference sample. The inset shows the variation of the sheet

conductance of the Ti as-implanted sample in a lineal scale.
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the substrate depending on the particular sample and also in

relation to the photon energy, since the absorption coefficient

of the substrate changes dramatically at energies close to the

band gap.

From Fig. 4(a), we can deduce that all the samples show

the intrinsic photoconductivity at energies close to the Si

band gap that indicates transitions from the VB to the CB.

The Si reference sample presents a decreasing DGs as the

energy of the incident photon is reduced. Measurable photo-

conductivity at energies well below the band gap for the Si

reference sample would be produced by transitions involving

surface states.33,34 This feature was expected since the sub-

strates used have high purity and therefore a high carrier life-

time that could be reducing bulk recombination. Transitions

involving impurities that produce mid-gap defects are highly

unlikely for the same reason. The sample PLM processed but

not implanted shows a magnitude of DGs almost equal to the

reference. Only slight differences are found that could be

attributed to differences in the wafer batch. The sample

implanted with Si and PLM processed presents also a DGs

value close to the one of the reference sample and with the

same trend. XTEM analysis of the sample Si implanted and

PLM processed shown in Fig. 2(d) reveals that this sample

has a poorer crystal quality than the Ti implanted sample and

the defective layer is thicker. Regarding the darkness sheet

conductance measurement at 90 K, all the samples of

Fig. 4(a) showed almost the same value. These results

would indicate that the effect of possible defects created dur-

ing the PLM process or defects remaining after the post-

implantation recrystallization are not important.

In Fig. 4(b), we show significative results for the Ti

implanted samples. Comparing the Ti as-implanted sample to

the Si reference sample, the former shows an enormous

decrease of DGs at all energies. The measured sheet conduct-

ance of this sample at 90 K in darkness is about 0.36 lS�,

i.e., almost five orders of magnitude lower than the sheet con-

ductance of the substrate at the same temperature. This fact

would mean that there is an electrical decoupling between the

implanted layer and the underlying substrate. This can be con-

cluded because in a set up as the one used in this work, if the

substrate were influencing the measurement, and therefore

both layers were being measured in parallel, the overall sheet

conductance obtained should be higher than the sheet con-

ductance of the substrate. The low sheet conductance meas-

ured for this sample is consistent with an amorphous layer

produced due to the implantation process and the decrease in

DGs can be related to this amorphization. This layer would

contain a high density of defects and, although the absorption

coefficient in this layer is high (see Fig. 3), the defects would

drastically reduce the lifetime of carriers and this would nega-

tively affect DGs: The high absorption coefficient would pro-

vide a high generation rate, but the recombination processes

would dominate in this sample.

We can get deeper insight of the analyzed results of the

as-implanted sample by plotting its spectrum in a lineal

scale. This is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b). DGs shows two

different peaks clearly resolved at about 0.72 and 0.9 eV. At

energies below 0.5 eV the magnitude of DGs is undetectable

by our set up. The first peak could be related to an electron

trap level sited at about Ec� 0.44 eV produced by structural

defects in the Si lattice.35,36 This correlation is fair reasona-

ble since the implantation process would have produced a

large amount of defects in the lattice. We attribute the sec-

ond one to a Ti deep level that has been widely reported to

be located at 0.21–0.30 eV below the CB, depending on the

technique used.37 Again, it is reasonable to find a Ti deep

level as the implantation process introduced a high concen-

tration of this impurity. These two deep levels could be the

origin of the large absorption found for this sample shown in

Fig. 3. Moreover, the defect levels would be acting as recom-

bination centers decreasing the lifetime of carriers and

increasing the SRH recombination.8 As a result, this sample

has a high sub-band gap absorption coefficient but a low

photoconductivity.

On the other hand, the sample Ti implanted and subse-

quently PLM processed presents a photoconductivity that is

higher than the one of the reference substrate and that is

measurable in a broader range, down to about 0.35 eV. At

energies close to the Si band gap the spectra of this sample

increases drastically, indicating that this part of the spectrum

comes mainly from optical transitions from the VB to the

CB. As VB to CB transitions can be produced in both the

implanted layer and in the substrate, DGs values in this

energy range are orders of magnitude higher than at sub-

band gap energies. The increase in DGs for the Ti implanted

and PLM processed sample compared to the reference sam-

ple cannot be attributed to the presence of defects, since the

most defective samples (Ti as-implanted sample and Si

implanted and PLM processed sample) show much lower

DGs: This is another indication of the recovery of the crystal

lattice after the PLM. In any case, the defects present in the

PLM processed sample would be reducing DGs with respect

to a perfect crystalline supersaturated sample. Moreover,

note that with the results showed in Fig. 4(a) we have previ-

ously discarded all the fabrication processes (implantation

and PLM) as the origin of a photoconductivity enhancement.

As the photon energy is reduced below the band gap, the

absorption coefficient and consequently the product at in the

substrate decreases drastically (see inset in Fig. 3). As DGs

in the sample Ti implanted and PLM processed is higher

than the one of the substrate, we can conclude that below the

Si band gap, the carrier generation comes mainly from the

supersaturated layer. Likewise, the absorption coefficient of

the implanted and PLM processed sample (see Fig. 3) is high

and with a smooth variation in a broader range, similarly to

the photoconductivity spectrum. It has been reported that the

absorption coefficient might keep this behavior even below

0.6 eV.18 As the Ti as-implanted sample and the Ti

implanted and PLM processed sample present very similar

values for the absorption coefficient, this result would indi-

cate that the recombination processes would be reduced in

the PLM processed sample in comparison with the as-

implanted case. This conclusion is supported by the high

crystal quality obtained for the PLM processed sample

shown in Fig. 2. We suggest that once the Mott limit is sur-

passed, the reduction of the non-radiative recombination

processes would result in a recovery of the lifetime of car-

riers, as it has been recently reported in Ref. 20. This
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conclusion, together with the high absorption coefficient

measured for this material, is a very important result for pho-

tovoltaic applications.3,5

In the DGs spectra in Fig. 4(b) for the Ti implanted and

PLM processed sample there is no sign of the peak at

0.72 eV quoted for the as-implanted sample (it is not noticea-

ble even in lineal scale). The extinction of the defect related

peak should be probably due to the recovery of the crystal

lattice after the PLM. However, it is interesting to note that

the Ti peak located at about 0.9 eV is still clearly resolved in

a lineal scale (not shown), superimposed to the broad photo-

conductivity band. This is consistent with the attribution of

this peak to transitions involving Ti levels.

Finally, we conclude that the appearance of an intense

below band gap photoconductivity for the sample Ti

implanted and PLM processed can be attributed to the high

concentration of Ti. The formation of a Si supersaturated

layer with a Ti concentration over the Mott limit would

reduce the SRH recombination and enhance the lifetime of

carriers in comparison to the localized deep levels scenario.8

This is a striking result since the classic theory of recom-

bination would have predicted a strong reduction of the

photo-generation due to the high Ti concentration.38 Adding

this to the recrystallization of the damaged layer, and to the

high absorption coefficient shown in Fig. 3, this sample has

higher DGs than the Si reference substrate. These conclu-

sions are supported by the electronic transport properties

measurements performed on similar samples that point to the

formation of an IB in Ti supersaturated Si.21,22 This result is

of extremely importance since it demonstrates that the fabri-

cation of Si supersaturated materials by the introduction of

deep levels at a concentration over the Mott limit is feasible

and that these kind of materials can be interesting for photo-

voltaic and optoelectronic applications.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Ti supersaturated Si samples have been analyzed. ToF-

SIMS depth profiles indicate that the theoretical Mott limit

has been surpassed after the PLM, and XTEM and ED char-

acterization point out to a good lattice reconstruction.

Transmission and reflection measurements resulted in an

extremely high absorption coefficient at energies below the

Si band gap and the origin of this intense absorption seems

to be the high concentration of Ti impurities, ruling out the

possibility of having an important absorption by the defects

formed during the ion implantation or the subsequent PLM

process.

Photoconductivity measurements show that Ti supersa-

turated Si samples present a strong spectral response at ener-

gies below the band gap. This response is measurable at

energies over 0.35 eV. We discarded the fabrication proc-

esses as the cause of this extremely high photoconductivity

and concluded that the origin would be the extremely high

Ti concentration. Results indicate that the lifetime of carriers

might have been enhanced by the introduction of a Ti con-

centration over the Mott limit in a high quality silicon lattice.

All these conclusions show the enormous potential of this

material for photovoltaic and photodetectors devices.
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